
INSOLVENCY. The state or condition of a person who is insolvent. (q. v.) .

which is designated by some public act, by which it becomes notorious and irretrievable, as 

inability to pay a just debt. 2 Bell's Commentaries, 162, 6th ed.

We were never given the tax money to make the payment in a proper form of understanding

This is who you are looking for: the Advisory Group Manager, of the Advisory, Insolvency and Quality (AIQ) Office.

"This action is to proceed in a state of Insolvency." and sign and return it to them.

debts; and is attended by no legal badge of notoriety, or promulgation. Notorious insolvency is that 
2. Insolvency may be simple or notorious. Simple insolvency is the debtor's inability to pay his 

This is per the IRS Form 56F and this Office is also known as the BAD Thief and will not be seen after your resurrection as a Foreign Grantor Trust. 

located at the IRS division of your State Capital

Your Artificial Person is the PAWNOR in the PAWNING Contracts and he is your DEBTOR as you were the GRANTOR; therefore he is the Insolvent.

So return it to them stating that 

3. Insolvency is a term of more extensive signification than bankruptcy, and includes all kinds of 
applying for the benefit of the insolvent laws, and being discharged under the same.

When an insolvent delivers or offers to deliver up all his property for the benefit of his 
creditors, he is entitled to be discharged under the laws of the several states from all 
liability to be arrested. Vide 2 Kent, Com. 321 Ingrah. on Insolv. 9; 9 Mass. R. 431; 16. Mass. R. 53.

When trying to making a complaint to the IRS, I was given the above. The Phone number is standard but the Word is not.


